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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Problem — This problem Is undertaken
because of the divergence of beliefs and practice in the
field.
Art Education in the Public Schools -- Many art special¬
ists are doing an outstanding job of applying the aims of
general education to their work.
trend,

This is by no means a new

and there is sufficient evidence that it c^in be done

successfully.
Some art teachers place the emphasis of their teaching
on the gifted, few, while the majority of the class work to
j

a set of specifications which results in a stereotyped same¬
ness .
Others follow the free-expression movement to the extent
that teachers and supervisors are onlookers.
Some teachers hold, that general educational alms and
practices cannot be applied to this specialized field.
Psychological and Rehabilatative Value — In cases of
individual difference,
child,

such as the physically handicapped

the art activity may serve a recovery or rehabilita¬

tive purpose.

Arts and crafts have long been used as a means

of diversion:

in recent years the psychologists,

among them

Dr, V, Lowenfeld. who will be quoted in this study, have reali¬
zed the emotional release and mental growth value.

This is

of Importance in the classroom.
Nature of Study— This study will Include a background
of art education in the public schools,

and will evaluate

- 3 evolving methods and their educational value in terms of
general educational alms and practices.

^
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CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
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CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
Specific Purposes of the Study — The field of the ques¬
tionnaire research has been stated In the preceding chapter.
The more specific purposes of the problem are stated below
In the ten methods of teaching and philosophy.
1.

By free and unhampered expression.

2.

By guided creativity.

3.

By teaching principles or-facts (such as
color and perspective).

4.

By presenting several successful techniques
but urging development of own.

5.

By never presenting techniques.

6.

By extensive source work for understandings

7.

3u a succession of crafts.

8.

By diversified work In several areas (such
as painting, crafts, appreciation).

9.

By correlation with other subject matter
(such as English, science, social-studies).

10. By the attitude:

1.

“Follow these
directions"

2.

"Experiment to dis¬
cover how"

Space was provided for Individual teachers to check
methods used and frequency of use, type of pupil for whom
methods are particularly suited; and evaluation of methods
whether or not they are In use.
Techniques of Obtaining Information — The means of
gathering the Information for this study will be threefold:

~

a.

6
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A checklist type of questionnaire to 25O
public school art teachers and supervisors
of New England.

b.

Research in books dealing with public school
/art education, and occupational and mental
therapy.

c.

Consultation V7ith therapists at the Bay State
Rehabilitation Center of Western Massachusetts,
Municipal Hospital, State Street, Springfield,
Massachusetts.

Statistical Procedure — Each section of the returned
questionnaire will be evaluated in terms of percentage of
the number of participants, and presented in tables dealing
with the following data:
1.

Frequency of use.

2.

Adaptation to pupil types.

3.

Teacher’s rating of the technique.

CHAPTER III
THE EVOLVING ART PROGRAM

CHAPTER III
THE EVOLVING ART PROGRAM
As a field not as v/ell established as the older school
subjects, art presents many problems to the school systems
and to art specialists.

Chief among the difficulties is the
I

approach.

The last v;ord on method cannot be put down,

it can never be a positive and finished formula.

for

The term

’’field” rather than subject implies the many different types
of expression representing many media and techniques.

While

these are Ideally integrated in the elementary school, there
is still a great need for general Improvement in philosophy
of teaching and methods.

The few well trained specialists

in the field have been doing magnificent work for over three
decades.

Their aims are found in the objectives of education

in general.
There have evolved four methods of teaching in this
field since it was Introduced into public schools during the
first decade of the twentieth century.
The first of the four methods which came into being in
♦

the early 1900’s was the:
Directive Method which followed certain prescribed rules
usually dictated step by step.

The teacher assumed that his

aesthetic judgment was beyond anything the pupil could create
An examination of the products of art education of that era
reveal stereotyped patterns of geometric or formalized floral
forms.

This method had one phase which was worked out on

dotted paper, and each class was directed to ’’count down so

many dots and over to the left so many dots, place a dot”
until the prearranged pattern emerged.

The values were

stated In terms of developing neatness, accuracy, patience,
and manipulative skill.

Its disciplinary value was high.

There were published manuals and books on such work as paper
folding, cardboard construction, raffia work, basket weaving,
and in the industrial arts field exercises in wood working
and wrought iron.

Examples of dictated directions were to

be followed explicitly.

Creativity was stifled.

The next method which developed about 19OO was part of
*

the free expression movement of general education:
Free-Expression Method was reactionary to the directive
method.

There were no standards to be met in regard to the

handling of media., to techniques, or even to aesthetic values.
The child was absolutely free to express his unihlbited inner
self.

What he produced was of no concern as long as the

child had been happy while he worked.

Process rather than

product was emphasized, and if adults could not understand
it, the proponents of this method thought it was because adults
lacked insight into child concepts and understandings.
In the twenties, Mr, Frank Cizek of Vienna was a champion
of this method.

He was sincere in his belief that the child¬

ren did not respond to outside stimuli, but that each child
expressed only his inner feelings and made his own creation
apart from outside Influences.
Many trained art teachers favored this method, and still
use it.

The only approach was to make materials available.

10
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acsume the role of the observer, and let the children have
freedom to express themselves.

Results were never evaluated,

no constructive criticism was given,

as the thought of such

procedures were frowned upon.
The third method to come into practice during the thir¬
ties was:
The Eclectic Method - this can he described as a com¬
promise between the directive and free expression methods.
Strangely enough,

it was first one and then the other method

rather than a merger of the two.

Dewey recognized the falla¬

cy of attempting a compromise between two faulty^ extremes
when he said:
A change in direction is necessary.
Unfortun¬
ately, tie history of the schools, not only in art
but in all lines, shows a swing of the pendulum betv;een two extremes, though it must be admitted that
the simile of the pendulum is not a good one, for
the schools remain, most of them, most of the time,
near one extreme, instead of swinging periodically
and evenly between the two.
The metaphore of the
pendulum is faulty in another respect.
It suggests
that the solution lies in finding the mid-point be¬
tween the two extremes which would be at rest.
What is really needed is a change in direction
of movement.
This new direction - controlled by two
great principles:
(l) participation in somethinginherent ly worthwhile, or undertaken on its own
account, (2) perception of the relation of the means
to circumstances.^
The fourth method currently being practiced in the middle
of the twentieth century goes by several titles,

such as:

(l)
Dewey, John; Barnes, Albert; and Others, Art and
Education. Merlon, Pa.: Barnes Foundation Press, 1929. p. l68.

11

Meaningful Art Education - the New Art Education.

This Is

Art Education 1952, and a host of other titles to explain
new trends.
essential,

Purpose In this nev/ theory Is nov; held to be
and there relation of means to consequences play

their parts in this area of education as In other general
subject matter fields.

Art education today draws upon the

facts of learning and growth that highlight human needs and
suggests effective ways of meeting them.
pret knowledge,

and clarify,

ing of the child.

stimulate,

It helps to Inter¬
and extend the learn¬

The work grows from the manipulative stage

to a more mental and social group undertaking where individ¬
ual experiences contribute to the whole.

(The account of the

mural on page l6 is illustrative.)
The abilities of children to investigate and to learn
through activities,

in which they can find success and satis¬

faction, are no longer neglected.

For these students,

ing in the democratic group activity of a workroom,
a* high social value.

engag¬

there is

This answers the problem of many teach¬

ers who could not have conformed to the pattern established
in the traditional classroom. ,

CHAPTER IV
ELEMENTARY ART EDUCATION

CHAPTER IV
ELEMENTARY ART EDUCATION

During the first six grades all of the worjt is common
to all children.

It is so with art.

in this particular field,
for creativity,
of art activity.

Regardless of talent

all children have the same needs

appreciation of, and the socializing aspects
V/’hen the child is constructing something

as part of the group pla-n, he is learning both creative and
social values.

Uhen the group makes choices of materials

and colors, and again, v;hen he helps to evaluate the pro¬
duct,

he is developing appreciation.

This is increasingly

recognized as^Important to personal growth.

Individual

differences are recognized and respected as they are in any
other subject field.
Achievement differs, but meaningful participation in the
arrangement of furniture, perhaps in the schoolroom library
corner; arrangement of books and plants on a table; as well
as the more common creative and manipulative expressions
fill a universal need.
learning and growth:

Art education embodies the facts of

the development of the child is evalu¬

ated with the quality of the product.
choosing, planning,

Critical thinking,

and evaluating are essential to everyday

life as they are to creativity.

Thus,

expression in the arts is not enough.

opportunity for free
A central theme provide

major social Interests which are the basis of the common
curriculum.

Art In everyday living surrounds the child.
increases with Imowledge.

Interest

Learning for the very young child

is nanipulative and exploratory.

The media, whether clay,

finger paint, wood and nails facinate him,
out what he can do with them.

and he must find

Kis efforts are in keeping

with his muscular and sight coordination, his interest spa.n,
so that we may say that his achievement is related to his
capacities.
ion.

These aptitudes may differ with media of express

Later the child will represent familiar things.

is a worm, or a tree."

"This

Sometimes it will not look like a

worm or a tree to an adult.

That is of no Importance in the

first grade, and should he treated with respect.
However, as children mature they Interpret familiar
things.
weary.

Left to their own devices they repeat until they are
(Schema,

is the word applied to these repetitions.)

The teacher must lend Individuals and the group to further
growth.

Vith such direction the children see that their

plcturlal drawings of such community workers as the policeman
the fireman,

the farmer,

cannot very v;ell be drawn to one

pattern of representation.

(This schema of people is usually

a highly stylized side view.)

The degree to which creative

expression is correlated with other studies is relative to
understendlngs and Interest.
The vividness and clarity of certain events,

informal

discussion by the class before and during the activity will
stimulate unique and fresh ideas.

The enthusiastic teacher,

15
alert to the

children’s Interests and experiences will be

able to avoid triteness.
training,

-

Some teachers with limited art

traditional physical appearance of classroom,

few materials with which to work,

and

v;ill still have the dynamic

interests and^resources of the community by which the child¬
ren can be guided.

Since communication of ideas is of prime

importance to grade two and three children,
plenty to say.

there will be

At this stage art specialists and grade teach

ers are opposed to the development of skills and techniques
except as incidental accomplishments.
There are certain tilings that children like to do in
elementary grades.

They can be classed as follows:

Tlie Manipulative Impulse is the tendency to find satis¬
faction in handling materials and tools.

This gradually

grows into the desire to represent or construct certain en»

vlronmental needs.
The Investigative Impulse is the tendency to be curious,
to desire to know ’’why” and '’what for" gradually developing
into the experimental attitude.

Upon the development of this

ability rests the growth and success of all modern learning.
It is the aspect which was Ignored in the directive method.
The Aesthetic Impulse is the tendency to find satisfac¬
tion in form,

color,

unity or composition.

space relations,

light and shadow, and

It is the desire to express ideas and

feelings in manipulation with imagination.

- 16 Art education Is not Just a.remote subject associated
with past masters and great living artists.
in use about us.

It is alive and

It is seen in the homes in which we live,

the cars in which We ride,

in the clothes we choose to wear,

in the purple cow created by a 'six year old,
great wonders of the universe.

as w^ell in the

Perhaps these things c^n be

challenged as not being the object d’art of the traditional
school.

They are not,

application of design,
for everyday use.

to be sure, but they are the modern
color,

texture,

i^-ito things of beauty

They are the developing part of our culture,

asjopposed to the preservation of past culture, which was part
of the early aim of art education.
The Social Impulse is the tendency to find satisfaction
in the sharing of Interests and activities.

In art activity

group dynamics work to great advantage in civic enterprises.
The making of a mural to Improve a wall space in a blank
corridor is such an activity.

The alms are discussed and

listed for clarity of concepts and plan.

Each child after

the first makes its contribution with regard to the develo¬
pment as he finds it.

Ke -arranges forms and colors in rela¬

tion to what has been done.

Finally the creation of the

group emerges as a cooperative group action.

The whole

should be more than the sum of the individual workers.
By contrast, suppose the same mural activity started
with a discussion that brought forth the same alms and agree¬
ment.

Let the class work as individuals at each desk with

- 17 each choosing the objects which he will make.

Suppose It Is

the pictorial story of their trip to the fire station.

The

objects line up In this way:
1.
Fire station . John
2.
Hardware store next to fire station . Danny
3.
Fire engine . Robert
And.so on, until each child In the room has a part.
Each would make his Individual drawing with no relation¬
ship In space,

color,

or design to the others.

Assembly of*

the parts by staples and paste on the large background,

and

filling In of space to complete the mural would be the pro¬
cedure .
Introduce:
1.

Common group Interest:

planned and executed by all

members of the class.
2.

Composite of pupil creations.

3.

G-roup dynamics lacking because there would be no
cumulative group experience growing with work prog-

'

ress.
Art education endeavors to use the previously listed

natural Impulses to creative activity by providing diversi¬
fied work.

The list Is flexible according to trends and needs.

The work is guided to encourage all to be creative In selec¬
tion and arrangement of material,
beauty wherever It is found,
of group creations.

to recognize and enjoy

and to enjoy the satisfaction

13

Types of Slementary School Art Programs — For the first
six grades appropriate work In art centers around problems
and needs of society,
A.

Some systems center their Interest around fields of
material supply such as:
(4)

(l)

food,

(3)

shelter and home,

(6)

books and other publications.

(2)

furnishings,

clothing,
(5) utensils,

For each grade

there will be learning material In each of the six
fields.
B.

Some systems have a social studies approach,

taking

Into account peoples past and present.
C.

Other groups use the seasons and holiday Interest
for art stimulation,

D.

Correlation with other subject matter furnishes moti¬
vation In some schools.
1.

Relationship of fine arts to past and present found In books, museums,

aaid periodicals.

It Is

«•

conceivable that such a carry-over from histor¬
ical art to the needs of today could be active
rather than wholly passive.
2.

Relationship to geography.
dities, customs, handwork,

In Studying the commo¬
transportation, and

the practices of people of other countries, provldesa rich background of understandings.
ucts of Import,

Prod¬

export, water and air routes,

climatic differences can make Important contrlbu-

19
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tions to International concepts and furnish rich
and varied art subjects.

3.

Relationship to history.

Activities are used

as subjects for art development.
peoples of the past,
food,
trade,

clothing,
etc.,

In studying

their methods of dally life,

transportation,

communications,

as well as for cultural understand¬

ings of mutual Interest and value.
A,

Relationship with arithmetic.

All common prob¬

lems of art activity deal with measurement,
proportion,

or quantity.

VJhether it is the young

child computing in p, construction problem that
his object must be twice as long as it is high,
or a sixth grader making use of arithmetical
facts and his skill a.t mensursatlon, arithmetic
finds a valid application to art expression.
Problems of construction and economy of materials
provide a natural motive for applied arithmetic.
It is evident that art should not be an Isolated subject,
with its skills separated from daily use.

For Instance,

in

' the teaching of color facts, which are well understood at the
sixth grade level,

there must be a meaningful application to

color in daily use.
Classroom for Elementary School Art Experience— Most
of the primary grade art work is done in the classroom.

Sim¬

ple equipment offering a variety of tactile experiences such

20

as maleable maoeriale,

construction materials of different

textural qualities, and simple colors and tools are needed.
However,

there has been a growing trend, particularly

In the western part of the United States to equip a room for
diversified construction and experimental work.

To a room

of this kind a teacher may take a group to do work which is
not possible in the regular classroom.

Some few schools have

assigned an art teacher as consultant and guide of research
and construction.

This room is usually located v/hcre noise

of work will not annoy or disturb other classes.
closets,

supply and tool cabinets,

running water and sinks,

floor space for movable tables, benches,
tion space are provided.

r

V-

'n

Storage

chairs and exhibi¬
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CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DATA

The Checklist Q,ue3tlonnaire Returns ~ from the thirty
six elementary school art teachers and supervisors who con¬
tributed to this study Indlcatei^J that art has achieved status
as 3.n Integral part of the learning program due to its grow¬
ing relationship to other areas of learning.
interwoven in the course of study,

and can no longer be re¬

garded as an extra to provide busy work.
is of reciprocal value.

It is closely

This working basis

Without it art work would scarcely

be worth incorporation into the program.
Another encouraging fact worth noting on the^ returns,
as indicated ki Table II,

is that art is not regarded as a

subject in which few will excell.
for everybody,

It is part of life's needs

and as such finds many practical applications

in the elementary schoolrooms.

Awareness of art in community

projects brings awareness of community needs.

Conservation

of town or area beauty spots calls attention not only to the
practical,

natural science aspect of nature, but to the beauty

Awareness of good choice of each day's clothing,

taking into

account harmony of color, helps towa.rd developing an awareness
of personal appearance:
fostering vanity.

the wise teacher can do this without

School needs such as bulletin displays,

the garden areas in some of the new school buildings, the
planting of shrubs and trees om Arbor day all employ artistic
consideration

-
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Consensus of 36 Elementary Art Teachera and Supervleora %

In order to organize results the returns are shown In percent¬
ages In Table I below.

TABLE I
SUI^MARY OF OPINIONS RESARTINO METHODS ANL PHILOSOPHY

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

FREQUENCY OF USE

i
1

_

Always Often Occas¬ Never
ionally

i

*

j

1.

By free and unhampered
expression

2.

By aulded creativity

3.

By teaching principles
or facts (such as color
and perspective).’
By presenting several
successful techniques
but urging development
of own.

4.

5.

6.
7.

By a succession of crafts.

8.

By diversified vrork In
several areas (such as
painting crafts, appre¬
ciation.

9.

By correlation with
other subject matter
(such as English,
science, social studies.

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these
directions"
2. "Experiment to
discover how"

1

t
1

50%

Color

77M

47^

N 0 TAN S ¥ E Pi1 E D

By never presenting
techniques.
By extensive source work
for understandings.

. 1t

!
1
;

.

92A1
NOT

AN S ¥ E R E D
97% j
!
1
1

61%

3S,h%

i
1

\1
1

)

i
100^

1

100%

loo;?

From this table the following conclusions can be drawn:
A 100^ majority favors the teaching of art an an art rather
th8.n as a craft.

- 24 -

Philos OTP hy;
how.

100^ believe In experimentation to discover

None believe In following directions during creativity.
Understandings:

subject matter.

100^ believe In correlation with other

61^ favor diversified work in several areas

(such a,s painting,

crafts,

appreciation) often, while

said occasionally.
The four "nevers" represent strong feelings:
1.

,

774^ never teach facts (such as color and perspect¬
ive).

47/*^ crossed out perspective and stated that

they do teach simple color facts occasionally.
2.

97% never present techniques.

3.

97% never teach a succession of crafts.

4.

100^ never ask the children to follow directions.
I

Expression: Free and unhampered expression Is used always
by 4l4^.

It Is Interesting to note that the te^ichers who

favor this method have taught 10/ years.
Those who teach by guided creativity are 5^% of the 3^
teachers who participated,

and they represent some people with

10/ years of experience.
These returns represent marked progress in art education.
It is no longer taught as hand work apart from general educa¬
tion as it was In the first two decades of the twentieth cen¬
tury.

Neither Is Its subject matter entirely separate from

the other subjects taught.
Consensus of Elementary Teachers Regarding The Use of
the Ten Methods for Three Types of Learners Is represented
In Table II on the following page.
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TABLE II
SUl^n-IARY OF OPINIONS REGARDING METHOD FOR THREE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF LEARNERS.
BEST 1ADAPTED TO WHAT
TY?]S OF LEARNER
Average Talented Indlff
erent

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

1.

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

1
j

50%

2.

By ^ided creativity

3.

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective).

4.

By presenting several success¬
ful techniques but urging
development of own.

5.

By never presenting techni¬
ques

. !
•A.

,
•

6.

By extensive source work, for
understandings.

7.

Ey

8.

By diversified w^ork in several
areas (such as painting,
crafts, appreciation.)

9.

By correlation with other sub¬
ject matter (such as English,
science, social-studies.)

a

succession of crafts.

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these
directions"
2, "Experiment to discoverhow"

100%
.

100^
.

100^
-

.

~~i

From the above table it Is evident that traditionalism
has disappeared from elementary school art,
1.

None of the 36 teachers believe in the following of

directions which thirty years ago was the only method in use
for average and indifferent students who w^ould not pursue a

26

career in art.

The practice of having a class v:ork to direc¬

tions while the teacher gave special time and help to the
talented few was a common one when art teaching was new.

The

proponents of the method were sincere in their belief that
it was a good method,
2.

100^ of the participants believe in experimentation

to discover how for all types of learners.
est form,

This,

in its new¬

implies guidance by the teacher when it is necess¬

ary.
I

3.

91^ of the teachers (all who checked this 3tem) be¬

lieve either in free or unhampered expression or guided crea¬
tivity with a 84^ strength in the latter.
people (one exception)

Almost the same

checked the unha.mpered expression for

two groups of learners.
*It is interesting to note the area of least returns on

I•
^

Table II.

None of the specific approaches to subject matter

is marked,

nor are the various types of creative expression.

f
^

"Vhat has been marked bears evidence that philosophy and the
psychology of the child’s art experience is more Important
in the minds of these teachers than the work of art itself.
This will be an important point to watch as we compare re¬
turns from Junior and senior high schools.
Rating of Techniques by 36 Elementary Teachers and Super¬
visors shows a strong relationship between belief and prac¬
tice as indicated in Table III on the following page.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF TEACHER RATINGS OF THE 10 METHODS ON THE
CHECKLIST QUESTIONNAIRE.
•>

-

-

-

-

■

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

1.

-r

-

>
TEACHER'S RATING OF
TSCHNIQ.UE
Excel.! Good Fair Poor

2.

1

•

3y free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

1

By guided creativity

■

---H

i

"

3.^By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective.)
4.

■

1
50$

‘iU%

By presenting several success¬
ful techniques but urging
development of ov/n.
,

5.

'

By never presenting techniques

6.

By extensive source work for
understandings

?•

By a succession of crafts.

•

100$

—

■

I

j

94$
i

8.

^y diversified work in several
areas (such as painting,
crafts, appreciation).

9.

By correlation with other sub¬
ject matter (such as English,
science, social-studies.)

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these direc¬
tions"
2, "Experiment to dis'
cover how"

i
I
1I1
-1i

10 0,"^

i
1

This table deals with ratings on specific methods.
100^ approval of correlation with other subject matter.
There were three techniques which were rated as poor,
namely:

V

-
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9^^ are against a succession of crafts.
100^ believe that presenting techniques is peor.
91^ have marked the teaching of principles or facts as
either fair or poor.
It Is significant to note that this table Is against the
methods that were In use when art education wa,s added to the
school curriculum In the ea.rly pert of the twentieth century.
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The Purposes of Jurxlor Hl,Q:h School Art Education are those
of general education,
artists.

and have no Intention toward training

The creative or expressional,

appreciative,

and

social purposes of the elementary school continue with a more
mature development of insight and understanding.
children’s immediate needs are important.

At this age

They are keenly

aware of materialistic choice trends and can develop aesthetic
appreciation.

By the time ninth grade is reached most of them

have a nearly mature ability in the aesthetic and economic
choice of clothing,

for instance.

is less random art activity:

Also,

at this age,

there

Ideally the individual is allow¬

ed sufficient freedom for reflection toward his work, and in
group discussion of aesthetics every attempt is made not to
limit art with dogmatic rules.
Courses founded upon knowledge gleaned from other subject
areas give opportunity for reconstruction of experience v:hlch
is a desirable basis for subject matter.

Art as an express¬

ive language can find clarity only in subjects which are un¬
derstood with the same degree of clarity.
The following returns from

Junior high school art teach¬

ers and supervisors shows that at this age level the children
%

are using understandings gained in school subjects.

There

is a trend in the direction of source work for understandings.
Consensus of ^7 Junior High School Teachers Reg;ardlng
the 10 Methods of Teaching on the checklist questionnaire .are
clarified in Table IV below

TABLE IV
SUMl-IARY OF OPINIONS REOARDINO METHODS AND PHILOSOPHY
-1 ■
'

- —..- ■».

1

FREQUENCY OF USE

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

1

Occas¬
Always Often ionally Never
—1I11.

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

2.

By Ruided creativity

3.

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective).

4,

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
ur^?ing: development of own.

5.

By extensive source work
for understandings

7.

By a succession of crafts.

8.

By diversified work in sev¬
eral areas (such as paint¬
ing;, crafts, appreciation).

9.

By correlation with other
subject matter (such as
English, science, socialstudies) .

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these
directions"
2. "Experiment to
discover hov;"

i

1^6 if.

1

31^
;;

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

6.

i

.0k%

.06f
'

61M

.

!1
'

65i%
!\
i
»\

1

I

1

i

11

i1
1

-f1
^ ■■ — , t

There Is a wider range of opinion among the Junior high
school teachers than among the elementary group.

The emphasis
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has changed from always to often on methods 1 and 2.

^0% teach

facts often which Is a decided change from the elementary pro¬
cedure;

techniques gain-30/^;

source work gains 40^; while

correlation with other subject matter drops off from ICC^
always in the elementary grades to 63% often in the Junior
high schools.
Facts,

such as properties of color and design, are consid¬

ered to be important in the Junior high school.

They are

taught to the same degree that English grammar rules are stres¬
sed by the language teachers.

However,

only the principles

are taught, but no hard and fast rules of application can be
Insisted upon.

The time has passed in art education when a

dogmatic belief that all tree trunks must be painted v^lth
black, brown,

or gray color:

or some other such rediculous

rule set up as a criterion of good design.
principal object,

Creativity is the

and its growth and development are to be

aided and encouraged, by intelligent application of the prin¬
ciples of art.

Perhaps an apt parallel could be drawn by con¬

sidering that the laws of physics aid and direct the physicist
in his exploratory work, but his contribution is a nev; creation
for which there were no rules.
7/lth greater muscular control and mature sight children
in the Junior high schools have the nececcary dexterity to
develop techniques.

Boys are particularly able to cut very

fine blockprlnt plates,

or in some cases work well in the

various styles of woodcarving.

However,

the degree of skill

is apart from the creative asi^ect of the work.
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Correlation is supplanted "by individual interests.
The Diversified Opinion of 4? Junior High School Teach¬
ers Regarding Methods and Learning; Types of Pupils is clarfled in terms of percentages on Table V below.

TABLE V
SUMMRY OF OPINIONS REGAKDINO METHODS BEST SUITED TO
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PUPILS

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

BEST ADAPTED TO WHAT
TYPE OF LEARNER
Average Talented Indlf
1
5C

1.

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

2,

By ft’ulded creativity.

80

72%

3.

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective).

koi

21%

4.

5.
6.

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
urRinp; development of own.

51%

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

N, ' • ■

1 .'

••

By extensive source work
for understandinpcs.

•

,

.

By a succession of crafts

8.

By diversified v;ork in sev¬
eral areas (such as paintins:, crafts, appreciation).

1Z%

By correlation v/lth other
subject matter (such as
English, science, socialstudies) .

6li%

6l4’^

78i%

82-k%

10. By the attitude.*.
1. ’’Follow these
directions”
2, "Experiment to
discover how”

■ ,

"i

7.

9.

17f-

iH%

70%

-
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Unhampered expression for talented children only Ic en¬
dorsed hy only

% which Is a decidedly different opinion

of the 4l5 of elementary retiirns favoring this method for
average and talented children.
Some teachers favored a technique for two or three groupe,
namely.
Guided creativity — two groups 72^, while the other
preferred It for average pupils.
Teaching of principles and facts — Is regarded as a good
method for all groups, but favored
by 40^ for average pupils.
Diversified work In several areas (such as painting,
crafts, appreciation) — Is favored
by

72^

for average learners,

and 14^^

for Indifferent learners.
Correlation with other subject matter — considered Import¬
ant to

for average and talented,

70^ for Indifferent pupils.
The attitude experiment to discover how Is considered
very important by 7Qi% for average,
82-^^ for talented, and 70^ for Indif¬
ferent pupils.
It can be assumed that greater individual Interests and
more^diversified application of method.s will result In wider
activity areas and many different undertakings going on simul¬
taneously.

Only when correlation of subject matter is the

method in use can the v^hole be unified,

or contribute to a

- 35 unit of work in another field.
The Teachers* RatinR^ for Methods Listed,

and Their Value

for Junior high school teaching can be ascertained by a study
of Table VI below.

TABLE VI
CONSENSUS REGARDING TEACHING l-IETHODS IN JUNIOR HIGH,
■

. ......
METHODS CF TEACHING ART

TEACHEIl»S RATING OF
r ?ECHNIQ.UE
Excel. Good Fair j Poor

3,

4.

93hf‘

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective),

5lfo

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
urging development of own.

5.

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

6.

By extensive source work
for understandings.

7.

By a succession of crafts.

8.

By diversified work in sev¬
eral areas (such as paint¬
ing. crafts, appreciation).

9.

By correlation with other
subject matter (such as
English, science, socialstudies. )

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these
directions"
2. "Experiment to
discover how"

(M

2.

i

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.
By RTiided creativity

f

.

47^

_
-

81^

..]

63%

O

1,

7Z%

87^

%

-
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There is a much wider scattering of opinion concerning
methods among the 47 junior high school teachers than among
the

36

elementary teachers.

They are only 70^ - 7^^ In favor

of correlation of subject matter as against 100^ in elemen¬
tary schools,

however,

this is balanced by 81^ for extensive

source work for understandings.

2% state definitely that

they regard free and unhampered expression as poor.

47.'^ deem

a succession of crafts as poor method.
The voluntary remarks fall into the following areas,

and

represent 47 comments on concepts of art education.
1.

Contributing to general experience in SENSITIVITY,
EXPRESSION, EMOTIONAL RESPONSE, AND FACTUAL OOV/LEDG-E.

2.

Concerned with Individual response of the child to
his environment as expressed through line,
dark and light,

3.

form,

color,

and texture.

Not dictation of ideas by:
a.

Teacher’s preconceived plans.

b.

Imitative drawing.
/

c.
4.

/(Iteration of child’s work to adult concepts.

Seeking to develop each child’s potential powers of
aesthetic appreciation and creative expression.

5.

Art education for all, not just the talented few.

Art work in the junior high school is understood in terras
of certain physical and emotional changes which take place
during adolescence,
vity.

and which have a marked effect on creati¬

-

1>1

-

I. Changes in Adolescents - Manipulative dexterity due to
physical changes brings a wider range of medis. as v;ell as a
more mature possibility of techniques to the material creations
of adolescents.

l^Then choices are made the breadth of activ¬

ity is therefore greater.

Choice of craft work is marked.

Leatherwork, block-printing,

ceramics, weaving, metalwork,

etc. under the direction of a well trained teacher can be
just as individually creative as a painting.

If gmilded well

there is no danger that these activities will resemble the
work of the early DIRSCTIVE METHOD,
be the same.

or the learning process

There will be no manual to explain the steps

of construction,

the teacher will not Impose mature standards,

and the child will create.

There may of necessity be a siml-

larlty of technique, but if the learning process.has been
ideal there will be no more similarity between the end res¬
ults tlia,n there would be between two essays in an English
class.
II.

Changes in Adolescents - Changing Interests in the mem¬

bers of his own sex,

sports,

shop work,

ity stimuli to the junior high "gang".

and clubs are activ¬
The wise teacher will

encourage a boy to Interpret his experiences in art class.
The subject matter may be presented in a realistic or abstract
manner.

For instance,

the simple experience of "flying a

model airplane" may be identified in several ways"
Abstract:

The motion he felt as he pivoted in swinging
the plane through the air while he gave it
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more and more line,
Concrete:

(kinesthetic sensation).

He may present a pictorial record of the model
plane circling through space, usually with the
appropriate surroundings.

Concrete, with possible abstract element:

He may identi¬

fy himself according to how important he feels
himself.
large.

The creator of the plane could be
The plane as the main object of inter¬

est could dominate.
This knowledge leads to an understanding of the child’s
art.

Conversely,

the same must be done in the appreciation

of the groat works of art.

We must first make it possible

for the child to identify himself with the relationship of
—V

the artist to his subject matter.
III.
status:

Changes in Adolescents - G-ainlng Independence and
a new range of contacts comes to the junior high

boy or girl.

The variety of contacts with more people and

situations exists.

He must increasingly direct his own be¬

havior by managing his school and social life.
plore, experiment,

learn about the world;

with "gang" concepts of early adolescence.

He will ex¬

always in keeping
Mastery of skills

approved by the group is of great Importance to the art teach¬
er.

Any work which will Improve status is well done:

Theatre art work, photographic art work, work in wood,

or

studio enterprises which are accepted as adult occupation fall
into this category.

The approval won by such activity helps

-
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emotional as well as creative and aesthetic growth.
IV Changes In Adolescents - Heterosexual development:
Another phase of the adolescent Is Interest In the opposite
sex.

In the classroom such manifestations are evident.

Horseplay and showing off is common to Junior high school
boys, whereas the girls are either Indifferent or play up
to the boys.

Self consciousness keeps them In two groups,

yet they seek opportunities to associate.
bickering,

giggling,

In the art room

and pushing about are factors to be

understood and coped with by teachers.

Work can be planned

to meet this need of the sexes to work cooperatively.
At this stage of development the adolescent’s fantasy
life can find expression.

Theatre arts,

the dance, music,

and writing orovide opportunity for the fantastic to acquire
form and meaning.
girls,

Thus,

the fashion plate women,

the pretty

the group work on common concerns such as decorating

the gymnasium for a dance, preparing an assembly,
hetero-sexual development.

Thus,

facilitate

another socia.l need is met.

The consensus is that emphasis In junior high school art
Is on general educational purposes with values commmon to
all.

At this age there are greater Individual differences

which can contribute to a wide range of effort.

Conversely,

It Is harder to draw forth the special Interests because child¬
ren are eager to conform to standards.
appear different.

However,

They do not want to

the teacher can win their respect

I

and confidence,

and eventually lead children Into expressing

“
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their own interests and solving their own creative problems.
Courses Required and Elective - The fact that art is re¬
quired for seventh graders only,

in most of the Junior high

schools contacted, means that a'ome of the children will never
study art again in the public schools.

The.t does not always

mean that they dislike art, but often a child is torn between
a choice of music or art.

Such a situation motivates many

teachers to Introduce units with the emphasis on art in Ci.aily
use.

Personal and community applications of art are common.
Eighth and ninth graders elect art.

Groups use their

skill for school services such as posters for various extra¬
curricular functions,

stage arrangements for assemblies, per!

haps plans for redecorating the principal's office,
cafeteria.

While groups are at work,

or the

the other children may

be working on individual activities in wood, metal, plaster,
or some individual work correlated with some other class
work.

The boys sometimes divide^ their time between the art

room where designs are made,
machine tools.

and the shop where they can use
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Most high schools have the same general educational alms
common to elementary and Junior high school art education.
One hlg difference is that due to the period of decision when
the student sets high value on skills.
fection satisfice him:
own standards.

Nothing short of per¬

he is frustrated unless he meets his

Critical awareness toward the environment

and the outcome of activity make it necessary for the teacher
to introduce the students to the physical properties of media,
and establish relationship between representation, personality,
and technique.

The representation is the result of the indiv¬

idual's experiences with his environment,

personality Is his

way of reacting, and technique Is his method of reaction.
In secondary education exploration with media and v/ays of using
them develops new techniques and helps mental and emotional
growth;

it ce.nnot be "taught", but is closely Interwoven with

experience.
Two Types of Aptitude arc manifest In the emergence of
creative concepts at high school age.

There Is the visually

minded type who assume the role of onlooker, and the haptical
type who have tactile or kinesthetic experiences.

Most people

fall between the two types, but tests show that none are divid¬
ed equally between the two.
A psychologist from Vienna,

a Dr. Viktor Lowenfleld, v:ho

is now a member of the teachers' staff at the University of
Pennsylvania has made an investigation of- 1128 subjects.

'*4?^ viere clearly visual
23^ were haptic
30^ had plus or minus quantities of the two types.
The significance of this knowledge for the art teacher
is that almost half of the students need tactile or kinesthe¬
tic stimuli.
dominated,

Therefore,

the visual stimuli which have pre¬

indeed still predominate,

in art education are

lost on the haptloal or haptlcally inclined pupils.
With this scientific understanding teachers now have a
working "basis,
these types.

The whole world of experience differs for
Seeing may even become an inhibitory factor for

those who orient themselves only by touch, bodily feelings,
muscular sensations,

and kinesthetic fusions.

Lowenfeld ex-

plains that:
-extreme haptical individual — who is by
no means rare — is normal sighted a.nd uses
his eyes only when compelled to do so; other¬
wise reacts as would a blind person who is en¬
tirely dependent upon touch and klnesthesis.
An extreme visually minded person, on the
other hand, is entirely lost in the dark and
depends completely on his visual experiences
of the outside world.
This distinction is
true for creative types as well as for indivi¬
duals in general, as has been reported else¬
where . 2
Hov:ever,

even among the blind there are both visual and

haptical types.

Conception of the world as a picture as

(1)
Lowenfeld, Viktor, "Tests for Visual and Haptical
Aptitude".
AI»g:RIGAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY. Vol. 58, 19^5(2)
Lowenfeld, Viktor, CREATIVE ALT) MENTAL GROV.^H. New
York;
The Macmillan Company, 1953, P* ^32.
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against the interaction of emotional forces is another way
of exprecslng the differences.'
Ideally,

in the high schools, we are still concerned

with art as self expression according to individual needs.
There are two -factors which change the work materially.
1.

Art is an elective subject,

therefore those who have

not found satisfaction in it before do not choose it.
Some college preparatory pupils would like to elect
it, but a study period seems like a wiser choice.
Others of them are willing to sacrifice the time to
art.

These selective factors tend to create a group

whose Interest,
2.

and often talent,

is very high.

Critical awareness Influences satisfaction only with
skilled outcomes of workmanship.

Our general alms can still Incorporate all types of stu¬
dents who may elect art courses.

Maturity of the pupils calls

for high standards of execution, but no one despairs if some
pupils fall below the usual standards:
is not vocational.

this kind of education

Techniques are not ends in themselves,

but only the means by which creativity is expressed.
feld expresses it this way;

Lowen-

-techniques when used as

ends in themselves are facades without structure."^
The Harvard Committee expresses the same thought that
means and ends are Inseparable in education;

"It must uphold

(3)
Lowenfeld, Viktor, CREATIVE AND MENTAL GROWTH. New
York:
The Ilacmlllan Company, 1953» P* 209.
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at the same time tradition and experiment,
the means,

subserving,

and the idea.1 and

like our culture Itself,

the change

within committment.”^
It can be conducted that our contributors to this study
are in keeping with educational practices of our time,
the most part.

for

Lip service is given in many art groups, but

devious restrictions prevent many art teachers from doing
their best work,

Greatest among these drawbacks is the be¬

lief that art is an extra.

Another restriction is the common

practice among school systems to hire one teacher to do the
work of at least three art specialists.

Still,

as a whole,

there is progress in e.rt education.
Personal interests predominate in high school art work,
and there is an eagerness to give expression of any kind an
Intellectual backing.
artistic motivation,
tion:

This is not sufficient bydtself in
or in stimulation of Imaginative crea¬

the personal experiences of everyday life must of nec-

esslty have different imaginative significance for each per¬
son.

A burning horse barn on a windy night might,

to differ¬

ent Individuals, be:
1.

A beautiful inferno of windswept flames and deep
racing shadows against the dark sky.

2.

A tragic and terrible wrangling of the screaming and
writhing of trapped horses.

(4)
The Harvard Committee, GENERAL EDUCATION IN A FREE
SOCIETY.
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1945.
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A lonely man watching In despair because he C8.n
do nothing to comfort or save his beloved animals.

4.

A great financial loss.

Thus,

the different driving forces of the imagination

make visual expression v/hatever they will.

The kind of ex¬

perience determines the art product of the individual.

The

art teacher must motivate by class discussion of these matters
leading the students to try their own expressions with sult8,ble media.
At this stage stimulation by figiire posing models w^ith
interpretations is Important:
individuals.

particularly for the haptic

A man carrying a heavy pack on his back is some¬

thing which students not only observe, but can experience in
the classroom.

The visually minded make a pictorial analysis

of the situation and the environment, while the-haptlcally
minded will deal with subjective experience which interprets
the strain of the burden upon the man.
The individuals will develop freedom and flexibility of
expression which in turn must have its effect upon the mental
and emotional development.
vity:

This is not peculiar to art acti¬

the same thought processes apply to the blacksmith or

Jeweler dealing creatively with metal,
ing new methods of sales stimulation,

the businessman creat¬
the scientist,

the physl

clan, the engineer^ who also deal with problems with ever
%

changing assumptions,

flexibility,

and inventiveness.
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Aesthetic Criteria - Creative and aesthetic understanding
go together:

development rather than teaching Is the Ideal

method In the high school art classes.

They are closely re¬

lated with personality and Individual work,
kno’wledge when learned hy experience:

and are active

passive knowledge v/hen

taught academically.
No chapter on high school art would be complete without
mention of emergence of Interests Into the adult world.

Func¬

tional designs dealing with the Industrial world of graphic
arts,

Industrial designs of cars, plastics,

textiles,
dents.

ceramics, wood,

etc. are part of the Interests and needs of the stu¬

Some pupils have amazing skill of execution, but usu¬

ally In a narrow field,
In the high school.

so there remains much to be learned

Lov;enfeld says that what they know be-

. comes the:
»-pebble dropped into still water;

it begins with small con¬

centric rings about a focal point, but increases In larger
■S'

and larger rings to Include the entire area of emphasis."-^
The three tables In the following chapter are the pictor¬
ial result of the research contributed to by 51 high school
art teachers In New England,

(5)
Lowenfeld, Viktor, CREATIVE AND MENTAL dROWTH. New
York:
The Macmillan Company, 1953, P* 21C,
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Ten Differences Between Junior and Senior Hl^h School Art
are of Importance to a student of methods:
1.

A decided drop in correlation of subject matter: 41^
occaslonslly,

2.

never.

Free and unhampered expression is not considered Im¬
portant: 9^% always use It, 19-g-^ never.

3.

G-uided creativity is used always by 90% teachers.

4.

Teaching of principles a.nd facts - often by 84,^.

5.

Presenting several successful techniques but urging
development of own - often used by 82^.

6.

Only 1^^ of the high school teachers never present
techniques.

7.

(5^ never use it in Junior high school),

Extensive source work for understandings has gained
favor with 9^%»

8.

For the first time a few indicate a succession of
crafts:

9.
10,

always use this method.

Diversified work in several areas - always by 75^.
Only 1-^% occasionally ask students to follow direc¬
tions.

11.

(Only 40,^ in the Junior high used it. )

(This may be the outcome of source work).

9^^ always teach by the attitude:

’’Experiment to dis¬

cover how".
It is interesting to note that interpretation of other
school subject matter has almost been laid aside as a method.

“ 50
Re>9ult of 51 Answers from Hlgiih School Teachers regarding
frequency of use of tLc tien methods listed on the question¬
naire can best he evaluated in terms of percentages on Table
VII,

TABLE VII
SUMJ^IARY OF CHECKLIST REGARDING METHODS IN THE SENIOR HIGH
.

METHODS OF TEACHING ART

^

PREaUEHCY OF USE

1
Always Often 'Occas¬ Never
ionally'
_

-

1.

i

!

•

1

19i^

k

J_J

1
1

O

2.

By RTiided creativity.

i

3.

I

1

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
•oerspectlve).

i

i

i

.!

84%

r-

;
j ^
t

4.

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
urg:lnff development of own.

i
i

(
i

82%

5.

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

6.

By extensive source v/orh
for understandings.

94^

7.

By a succession of crafts.

5M .

8.

By diversified work in sev¬
eral areas (such as paintins. crafts, appreciation).

9.

—

75% .

By correlation with other
subject matter ( such ss
English, science, socialstudies) ,

10. By the attitude:
1. "Follow these
directions"
2. "Experiment to
discover how"
...

,■■■■■

!

41%

1*/^
96%

1-

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

- 51 It is evident that there are ten greater differences betv^een Junior and senior high school art than between elemen¬
tary and junior high schools.
Consensus of 51 High School Teachers Regarding Best
Methods for Different Types of Learners can best be evaluated
by percentages In Table VIII below.
*

TABLE VIII
3

BEST ADAPTED TO WHAT
TYPE OF LEARNER

METHODS OF TEACHING ART
1

Average Talented Indiff

i

1.

By free and unhamptered
expression,

2.

By guided creativity.

3.

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective).

|

]
1

i

;

!

..

;

84^
r .

4.

!
i

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

6,

By extensive source work
for understandings.

7.

By a succession of crafts.

8.

1

CO

5.

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
urging development of own.

!
'

i
1

..

i

1

J

By diversified work In sev¬
eral areas (such as paint¬
ing. crafts, appreciation).

72^

..

■
1
9.

By correlation with other
subject matter (such as
English, science, socialstudies, )

i

yi%

J 2/0
.

10, By the attitude:
1, "Follow these direc¬
tions"
2, "Experiment to dis¬
cover how"

j

!
1
I

i

- 52 -

1.

9'!^ 'believe that free and unhampered expression Is
best suited to the average learner.

2. Guided creativity is considered best by 75^ for the
average learner,

and best for the talented by 15^^.

3. Teaching principles and facts is considered a good
method for the average learner by 34^.
4. - 8C^ of the teachers believe that presentation of sev¬
eral techniques, but urging development of own is
good for average learners.
5. 94^ believe in-extensive source work for understand¬
ings for average learners.
6. The same

"wbo always teach by a succession of

crafts believe in that method for average learners.
7.

72^ believe in diversified work in several areas
(such as painting,

crafts,

appreciation)

for average

learners.
8. 31^ believe that correlation with other subject matter
is best adapted to the average learner.
9.

3s% believe in coxTelatlon of subject matter for the

talented learner.
Some teachers indicate that lack of equipment,
water in room,

no running

short periods of work such as forty minutes,

supervisory rules,

etc.

interfere with professional practices

to the extent that individual differences are not adequately
met.

They would like to encourage individuals in the direc¬

tion of their needs.

Some teachers are happily situated so

that this type of guidance is possible.

It is sorely needed

to avoid frustration during the crisis of adolescence.

- 53 Personal Rating: of Techniques by the 51 high school teach¬
ers is explained In terms of percentages by Table IX below.

TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF TEACIiER RATINGS OF TECKNIQJJES:

IffiTHOrS OF TEACHING ART
■ 1
1,

TEACHER’S RATING OF
TECHNIQUE
,
.

Excel.

Good Fair Poor

By free and unhampered ex¬
pression.

2,

By guided creativity.

3.

By teaching principles or
facts (such as color and
perspective).

4.

SENIOR HIGH

i

\9h%

/

i
1

■■

\
1•
92%' 1

By presenting several suc¬
cessful techniques but
urging development of own.

19-i^
1

5.

i

By never presenting tech¬
niques.

I 2/^I!
1

6.

By extensive source work
.. for understandings.

By correlation with other
subject matter (such as
English, science, socialstudies) .

10. By the attitude:
1.
"Follow these
directions"
2.
"Experlement to
discover how”"

^

9.

CO

By diversified w’ork In sev¬
eral areas (such as paint¬
ing. crafts, appreciation).

1

3,

0.1

!

By a succession of crafts

.

i

7.

.

9ig.

49^

_

The above table answers the proolera with an overwhelm¬
ing majority of the teachers In favor of teaching art as an
art rather than as a craft.
Philosophy:
96^ believe In experimentation to discover how,

against

the Ij-^ who believe In having the pupils follow directions.
Understanding's:
96^ believe In the excellence of extensive source work
for understandings, and 51.9^ of that number also checked
correlation with other subject matter as being good.

The

t

total who believed In correlation of subject matter as good
was 80^.
Opposing that philosophy were the
cession crafts.

who favored a suc¬

This may not be opposition necessarily,

for

they v/ere not asked If they taught crafts by the DIRECTI'/E
IffiTHOD.
49^ thought a succession of crafts to be poor method,
while 75^ checked diversified work In several areas (such as
painting,

crafts, appreciation) as being a good method.

Expression:
^’ree and unhampered expression was the choice marked
good by 9s^ and poor by. 198^.
G-ulded creativity method suffers from an apparent Incon¬
sistency when only 9i% checked It as good.

Already In Tables

VII and VIII 90% have indicated that they always use the
method,

and 9^z% have checked It as best adapted to average

and talented learners.

-

-

High school teachers are not as much in favor of the
method of experimentation to discover hov;;

V

only

good.

CHATTER IX
SIK-IMARY

CHAPTER IX
SUl-IMRY

In reporting the flndinp.’S of this research problem the
foci of use and educational accomplishment will he presented
on the three succeeding levels of generality.

Elementary

findings are pictured in graph form in Figure 1,

1. By free and unhampered expression.

2, By guided creativity.

3. By teaching principles or facts
(such as color and perspective).

4. By presenting several successful
techniques hut urging develop¬
ment of own.

5. By never presenting techniques.

6. By extensive source work for under¬
standings.

7. By a succession of crafts.
8. By diversified work in several ares
(such as painting, crafts, appreols
tion).

9. By correlation with other subject
matter (such as English, science,
social-studies).

10. By'the attitude:

Figure 1.

"Experiment to
discover how"
O

fO

Jf"

Frequency of Use in Elementary Schools in
Terms of Percentages.

190

- 58 -

It is evident at a glance that not all methods are used,
yet,

from the text we gather that educatlone.1 aim and accom¬

plishment of art education in the elementary schools has been
in keeping with the best educational theories and practices.
They,

In this field as In others, have been pioneers.

Junior High School data Is recorded by percentages In
Figure 2.
'

.
2.

1

s.

By free and unhampered expression.
By guided creativity.

3.

By teaching principles or facts
(such a,s color and perspective).

4.

By presenting several successful
techniques but urging develop¬
ment of own.

.

5

.

By never presenting techniques.

6

By extensive source work for
understandings.

7.

By a succession of crafts.

,

8

By diversified work in several
areas (such as painting, crafts,
a,ppreelation).

9.

By correlation with other sub¬
ject matter (such as English,
science, social-studies).

10.

By the attitude:

"Experiment tc
discover how"

Figure 2. FREQUENCY OF USE IN THE JUNIOR HIG-K SCHOOLS
IN TERRIS OF PERCSIITACES.

I

- 59 It can be concluded that free and unhampered expression
«

hrd the experimental attitude are the points of majored empha-sls, and that diversified work in several areas such as
painting,

crafts and. appreciation are offered..

In the Senior High Schools the research reveals a diff¬
erent trend as Indicated in Figure 3, belov/.

1.

By free and unha.mpered expression.

2.

By guided creativity.
By teaching principles or facts
(such as color and perspective).

4, By presenting several successful
techniques but urging develop¬
ment of own.
5.

By never presenting techniques.

^

6.

By extensive source vjork for under-fstandlngs.

7.

By a succession of crafts.

8. By diversified work in several
areas (such as painting, crafts,
appreciation).

9. By correlation with other subject
matter (such as English, science,
social-studies).

10. By the attitude:

’’Experiment to
discover howjl
0

Figure 3,

if

Frequency of Use in Senior High Schools
In Terms of Percentages.

/*#

- 60 ~

The three outstanding characteristics represented on this
graph are the experimental attitude,

the fact that extensive

source work is done for understandings,
is guided.

and that creativity

The fact that these teachers never present tech¬

niques testifies conclusively that they adhere to the experi¬
mental 8.ttltude which they endorse 9^^*

Again,

in the high

schools diversified work in several areas of expression is
done.

It will also he noted that the teexhing of principles

and facts has an 84^ endorsement,

and that although techniques

are not copied 82% of the teachers show the various successful ones to their groups.

This fact 8.1one shows the tremend¬

ous strides that art education in particular,
• in general has taken in the past fifty years.
of decision,

and education
V/ith the period

critical av^areness, and the predominence of per¬

sonal interests which are discussed in the text,

Chapter VII,

there is still opportunity for creativity and development in
art expression to the same degree that it is required in Eng¬
lish composition.

It will be noted in Table III that correla¬

tion with other subject matter only has a

strength.

Where

the subjects are taught by specialists on the faculty Instead
of one room teacher for all subjects it is surprising that
this method has as high a percentage:

perhaps it is due to

the fact that pupils have stated that they are malting some¬
thing related to other subject matter fields.
A three-phase list of the ten methods is presented.

- 6l -

MetliocLs - A statement of returns summarized below may
serve to clarify Figures 1,

2,

3*

Methods used most frequent¬

ly will be underlined In red.
1.

Free and unhampered expression.
Elementary

2.

Junior High

Qkfo

31%

82%

0

0

40^

94^

0

3 2/®

^ succession of crafts;
0

8.

51%

Extensive source v/ork for understanding:s:
0

7.

90%

Never presenting techni ques:
0

6.

ii6i%

Presentation of several techniques:
0

5.

9i%

Principles and facts:

k9%
4.

95%
G-ulded creativity:

50%
3.

Senior High

Diversified work In several areas (such as painting,
crafts, appreciation.)

75%

75%

75f^

Correlation with other sub.lect matter:
100^

65%

1*0%

10. Experimentation to discover how:

100%

67%

96%

From the above data the following generall zatlons can be
made,

1.

Free and unhampered expression wblch is most prevalent
as a method at the Junior high school level V7ith a
strength of

follows the general educational reluct¬

ance to lay aside old methods.

However, this is not a

discouraging factor when we regard the popularity of the
next method,
2.

G-ulded creativity, which is the newest approach, was
•checked by
teachers,

of elementary,

46|/o of Junior high school

and ^Ofo of the senior high school teachers per-

ticipating.

This is one of the most significant findings

of this study.
3.

Principles and facts are qualified as to amount of use
at the three levels.
a.

49^ of the elementary teachers give color facts.

b.

51/^ of Junior high school teachers give color, design,

and handling of material facts.
c.
^

84^ of the high school teachers use this method fre-

quently.

It must be remembered that their pupils de¬

mand perfection in their own work.

Messy experimental

work v/ould be frustrating to them a.t the crltlca.1 age.
4.

Presentation of several successful techniques but urging
development of own finds 31/^ usefulness in the Junior high
schools,

and 82^ use in the senior high schools, but none

at all in the elementary schools.
5.

By never presenting techniques,
was 0.

the answer for all groups

Presumably the teachers never say "do it this way"

regarding techniques.

- 63 6.

Extensive source work for understandings is used increas¬
ing as pupils are able to do research.
mentary school,

Not used in ele¬

40^ of the Junior high school teachers

use this method, and 94^ of the high school teachers em¬
ploy it.
7.

/

By a succession of crafts:

Only

of the high school

teachers still use this method which was the first.

They

do not necessarily teach by the directive method of earlier
days.
8.

Diversified work in several areas (such as painting, crafts,
appreciation).

75^ of teachers on all levels checked this

method indicating that as an interest factor and educa¬
tionally,
9.

Correlation v/lth other sub.lect matter.
do research,

With ability to

and widening interests the secondary school

pupils are less dependent on subject matter correlation.
100/"^ elementary, 65i^ Junior high,

and 40^ in senior high

schools indicates the decreasing use of this method,
10. Experimentation to discover how.

100^,

87^,

and ^6^ from

elementary through senior* high respectively is very good.
Traditional Art Teaching has given place to the problems
of educ9,tion in general.

It is used as a corrolary with other

subject matter in the elementary schools,

and has become a

part of the regular work.

^

Experimental Attitude has a very high rating in this study.
100^,

74^, and 96^ from elementary to senior high.

This is

-

64

-

another departure from the traditional skill method.
method art and creativity cannot he separated.
than those taught by directive method,

By this

Crafts,

other

can also be works of

art.
Method Is^the a.nswer to whether art is taught as an art
or as a craft.

The consensus of the participants in this study

is that art should be taught as an art and not as a craft.

t

/

APPENDICES
LETTER OF TRANSLIITTAL
FORV/ARl^ED WITH QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE

APPENDIX I
Letter of Transmittal Forwarded With The ^Questionnaire

Dear (Superintendent’s Name): .
May I have your permission to conduct a checklist
questionnaire among the art specialists in the (City’s
Schools)?
This will aide me greatly in preparing my problem
which is part of the requirement for the Ma.ster of Sci¬
ence Degree at the University of Massachusetts.
Enclosed you will find a copy of the checklist.
Yours truly,
Frances J. Lake
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